[Role of atrial stimulation in the treatment of paroxysmal atrial fibrillation].
Preventive treatments for atrial fibrillation by stimulation have been developed for several years now, mainly due to the relative failure of anti-arrhythmic treatments. They are based on the hypothetical effects of stimulation by controlling cardiac frequency, abolishing bradycardia-dependent extrasystoles, by the inhibition of atrial automatic foci with "overdrive", and by the modification of intra- or inter-atrial conduction delays as well as by remodelling the arrhythmogenic substrate. It is clear that an undeniable effect exists for the prevention of atrial fibrillation, even for the risk of cerebral vascular accident, by physiological stimulation (DDD/DDDR) compared to pure ventricular stimulation (VVI/VVIR) in a heterogenous global population of stimulated patients. For the moment, there is not sufficient proof of a positive effect for the emerging sites of cardiac stimulation, either atrial mono-site or double site in the populations at high risk of atrial fibrillation, with or without associated bradycardia. Some new prevention algorithms by "overdrive" are under development but for the moment only a few preliminary studies seem to show a slight benefit. It is clear that at present stimulation should be reserved only for cases of atrial fibrillation associated with a classic indication for implantation. In these patients it is recommended to position the probes in an optimal manner in order to counteract conduction disorders, choosing an adapted double chamber stimulator with prevention algorithms. That said, the patient should be clearly warned that the long term success rate is no more than 50%.